Alice Springs
Good Friday 1895

My dear Saram,

This day being kept as a rigid fast day I am reflecting (the calls of expiating my sins) upon a passing skirt of stained flesh denominated Salmon but in reality hard to eat this letter proves less interesting than usual you must place it down to the want. The letter Woman has traced her hand at making some hot cross buns with fearful lawful results, half a dozen of these too too solid buns (bombs rather) would annihilate...
but fairly well. Many of my prints I notice are has small spots. Take pail on them, then I take them out of the toning bath, now they are become lighter. Sometimes fade away attention in the washing process. Can you tell me the cause? How many prints should 8 oz of toning solution put through? I am sending you some Stere prints but I am afraid you will not think much of them. I fancy the balance here is a great drawback. It is by strongly impregnated into some chemical salt. I have no means of coloring pains. waters. The negatives heads are in a bit to large but in any case it is almost
impossible to get good results in the very hot weather.

Your little print of a Sempeh
Downs Negro is the best. I have even seen it if you turn out much Negro work. This is one of my efforts will appear very amateurish by comparison. I quite agree with you that the little brush with the Doctor is likely to do good. He has had things so much his own way over here that he has to a certain extent been spoiled. I have always believed him to be a good fellow though somewhat selfish in matters sensibly.

I feel glad that you understand each other you are in.
I have not been in the habit of working as much as I should, but I am trying to get into a regular routine now. I have been reading a lot of new books, and I am hoping to finish a few projects that I have been working on for a while.

I have received some interesting letters from friends, and I am looking forward to hearing from them again soon. They have been keeping me informed about what is happening in their lives, and I am grateful for their updates.

I have been thinking about how to improve my writing skills, and I am considering taking some classes or workshops to help me. I believe that practice makes perfect, and I want to improve my ability to express myself clearly and effectively.

I have been spending more time outdoors, and I am enjoying the fresh air and the beauty of nature. It is a great way to clear my mind and get some exercise at the same time.

I have been working on a new project, and I am looking forward to seeing how it turns out. I have a lot of ideas, and I am excited to put them into action.

I have been spending more time with my family, and I am grateful for their support and encouragement. They are a source of strength for me, and I am happy to have them in my life.
probably take them to Melbourne if only that I may have the pleasure of showing them to you — I am constantly adding to the collection. I think confess that I was able to fluff off Stirling's off-hand and started care a little slip up about the result my offer. I am sending you through Mr. Newman one connected with the "Alana" Etruscan Ceremony, this you can add to your private collection. I have also sent to Mr. Newman for Corella a fine white Cockatoo known at Ternants, best as the Corella species. I am asking him to send them to you as soon as possible after arrival these birds are fine flocks of their
one has already began I don't you will find them very shy it frightened at first but he is thoroughly tame and soon get to know you - I am glad the swallows are doing well, if I'm cage them separately they will soon learn to take to crew to sail nicely. I find they are very delicate - Strange to say there is not an old bird in the country now, they disappeared as mysteriously as they came these birds need time to remand you of your stay in the McDonells. You might show the horse churning to Fionn on the hill - we know what they think of it. Has Holden any knowledge of these horses?
The trial be able to go to Melbourne on account of the Youngstor requiring her attention. This trial, of course, took all my visit considerably, but I hope to be able to open a bud—can answer to see a much as I can of the your theatres which always afford more variety. These ours. I shall write you when leaving here. Your next letter will teach me somewhere on the road. I'll get the glass Nebraska. I was greatly delighted she had me. Yabba, "Longa puff-essa you very good white fellow no Monday yab longa me." The glass has a rather pages sort of one to send here something changed.
Colonie laws had to adopt a modified form for self defence. Recent New Zealand legislation has met with encouraging results. The fact about Capralists being afraid to invest their money in all commodities merely the old Capitalistic gap in another shape. The conditions which we meet in the local Tory organs are inspired by the Capralists, who hunger after the good old times when high interest ruled the roost. In all the poorer classes were created to increase their illegitimate gains. Deep pain in very heart regarding little Eric's and lots to the Fessa. He was not by any means out of point he is after all an old exmoor drover. I have some good photos of both instantaneous picture taken very clear and sharp. Yours always sincerely, F. J. George.
Colonies have had to adopt a modified form of self-defence. Recent New Zealand newspapers have met with encouraging results. The fact about Capitalists being afraid to invest their money in all mountains merely the so-called Capitalistic gap in another phrase. The deeds which we read in the local Tory organs are approved by the Capitalists even today. After the good old Times when high interest ruled the roost, it was the poor classes more enticed to increase their ill-gotten gains. Reps. joined in very humble regard to little Breslau, lost to the Sessa. His note is not by any means out of joint, he is that the old home standing. I have sent you photos of both instantaneous pictures taken a very short while. Yours always, sincerely.
Yet cheaper lords had ended the rough usage of their Camp better.

The old dame is greatly concerned about the boy going away, she

speak to thrown one her one among

the good nature of Solomon for

took out after long so long miles

as she does not like the 24th.

Really of a little cloud & drizzle.

Indeed 13th was interrupted yesterday by

the arrival of old Richard, otherwise Henry York's soldier from

York Geologist who is so route for

Adelaide after a stay trip through

the territory he takes great interest

in things and in particular than I was
gang through my collection with

much interest I was rather amused
to find he had a German flag.